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I often get this question.  The quick answer – no, these terms are not 

syn·on·y·mous.

However social media can be a multi-media component of a community-

based social marketing campaign strategy, which is a more deliberative and 

comprehensive approach and outlined in this presentation.
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Of common concern to you today is the urban and suburban polluted runoff 

that continues to be a growing source of pollution in the Chesapeake Bay 

and the Atlantic ocean.

This photo comes from one creek in Virginia where between 2000 and 2014 

volunteers removed nearly nine tons of bulk trash, 8,747 plastic bags, and 

1,200 bags of trash. 

How do we prevent this from happening? 
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Here are some of the simple things people are TOLD they can do to prevent 

trash from becoming litter on the street, in the storm drain, stream – and 

maybe making its way into a river cleanup bag.
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Yet, the trash keeps flowing…
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Information campaigns assume the missing ingredient to getting people to 

act is information, and that what WE TELL people that will convince them to 

take action.  

Communication and education campaigns have made great strides in 

spreading awareness about the environmental problems we face. 

In fact, in a May 2004 survey conducted by the Chesapeake Bay Program, 

nine out of ten of the citizens surveyed reported being aware and concerned 

about the deterioration of the Bay’s health. Almost half – 48% – described 

themselves as “very concerned.”  Yet, when it came to the way many 

residents reported they behave – over-fertilizing lawns, neglecting septic 

tank maintenance and leaving pet waste to flow into the Bay – not enough 

changed.

So, why do educated citizens fail to take action - adopt behaviors - that they 

know will have a positive impact on the health of our coast?
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It may be message fatigue. 

It may be a fog of apathy.  What can I do?

It may just be inaction.

It may be time for a different approach.  
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What has made commercial marketers like Nike so successful? 

Commercial marketers are consumer focused. They first identify the needs 

and wants of their target audience and then they frame a marketing strategy 

around this knowledge.  Buy a pair of Nikes, and get a pair of sneakers that 

will spring load you towards “adventure” and “vitality.”

The Chesapeake Club illustrated how to develop a consumer mindset and go 

beyond raising awareness to focus on what people want in order to change  

what people do.  Put off fertilizing your lawn in the spring, so that you can 

later have that crab on your plate.  Social marketing campaigns can popularize 

behaviors to improve the quality of the environment. 
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So, social marketing campaigns ask who must do what differently, what 

benefits can we offer them for changing their behavior, and what barriers or 

obstacles – real or perceived - are stopping them from engaging in the 

desired behavior. 



To answer these questions, it is key to talk to and, most importantly to listen to, 

the people you are trying to reach. 

Developing effective Social Marketing strategies means avoiding making 

premature assumptions about your audience(s): 

who they are; 

their attitudes, awareness and knowledge; 

the barriers to the behavior you want them to engage in (real or perceived); 

the benefits they would receive in engaging in the alternative behavior; 

and, the avenues to reach or communicate with them. 

Conducting research is the important first step in developing a social marketing 

strategy that is most effective in reaching and altering the behavior of your 
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audience(s). 
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With your research in hand, use it to inform the design of your campaign 

strategy.  

A Community-based Social Marketing strategy also utilizes “tools” that 

have been shown to be effective in changing behavior.

One of these tools, prompts, are visual or auditory aids which

remind us to carry out an activity, or to engage in a behavior, that

we might otherwise forget.  

Develop strategies to make the behavior a “norm”. Norms guide

how we should behave. If we observe others acting nsustainably,,

we are more likely to act similarly.  In contrast, if we observe 

members of our community acting sustainably, we are more likely

to do the same.

Multi-media is an important component to an effective social marketing 

campaign, and conveying and diffusing your messaging.  But again, do it 

with your audience in mind.  What language resonates with them, where do 

they go for information – what sources – whether it be particular social 

media like FaceBook – or certain publications. And think other media –

such as videos.  Make it all colorful, vivid, and captivating. 



How many of you have heard of the “Don’t Mess with Texas” campaign?  This 

iconic campaign has been described as both an advertising campaign and a social 

marketing campaign.  What is clear is that the designers did their homework, and 

after identifying and getting to know their target audience, choose a message that 

resonated with who they needed to reach.  The campaign is credited with reducing 

litter by 72 percent.  It was even voted America’s favorite slogan, beating out Nike’s 

“Just Do it” and “Got Milk?” in a 2006 contest by Advertising Week. It has evolved 

from merely an anti-litter campaign to a full-blown movement, becoming a unique 

battle cry that capitalized on Texans’ strong sense of state pride.  The “Don’t Mess 

with Texas” campaign beautifully illustrates how you shift from simply building 

awareness to creating an identity, and a social norm, that moves people to action.

Read details from separate sheet.



The campaign started with a specific problem and measurable goal -

reduce litter by a minimum of 5 percent in the first year. Just one year after the 

launch of the Stevie Ray Vaughan commercial, litter had decreased by almost 30 

percent statewide.

It had a clear target audience. Once they had a goal, they researched who 

created the problem and why. After discovering that 18-35 year-old males were 

most likely to litter, they asked this target group why they littered. They learned it 

wasn’t intentional, and most young men did not realize how their individual 

actions led to a real problem. Doris Howdeshell, then director of the Texas 

Department of Transportation’s communications office, remembers when they 

previewed the original Stevie Ray Vaughan commercial – many in the 

department worried. She said when the spot was over, many in the room 

remarked that they did not like it. Her response? “Good! You’re not the target 

audience!” And, within seconds after it aired, the local networks were getting 

calls asking them to play the new music video again. Over the years, a number 

of Texas legends, from Willie Nelson to Matthew McConaughey, have 

contributed their own unique twists to “Don’t Mess With Texas.”

The campaign has an unforgettable message. Once they understood the 

target audience, they had to develop a message that would inspire this specific 

group to change their behavior. They researched this target audience’s 

psychographics and noted that as a whole they had a high degree of pride for 

being Texan.  They also realized that the word, “litter,” didn’t motivate anyone. 

They landed on the word “mess” as a better, more emotionally charged word. It 

reminded young men of a less-than-appealing moment from childhood when 
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their mothers caught them “making a mess.” While the campaign was not 

intended for all audiences, it was sticky enough that it worked for almost all 

Texans.

They distributed this message through the right channels. Based on the 

target audience’s preferences, they focused on producing TV and radio 

commercials featuring famous male Texans – often playing music – and aired 

them during sports broadcasts.
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https://socialimpactarchitects.com/what-the-ice-bucket-challenge-teaches-nonprofits-about-marketing


Form a multi-partner, local-community-based team.  On 

the ground is key to an effective social marketing 

campaign.  Ask partners to share past and current 

education and communication efforts, the results of these 

efforts, and identify existing resources – expertise and 

financial - that could be brought into play during the new 

campaign.

Taking this step and bringing everyone to the table from 



the beginning instills a sense of ownership right 

from the beginning in the campaign. 
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So, the take-home message is…

KNOW  AND LISTEN TO YOUR AUDIENCE

•Target the markets that are most ready to act (early adopters).  

•Understand audience barriers to behavior change.  

•Find what motivates them. 

KEEP IT SIMPLE   

•Promote single, simple, do-able behaviors. 

•Make it easy. 

•Use effective communication techniques.  



KEEP LISTENING AND ADAPT YOUR STRATEGY
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Happy to be a resource and answer any questions.  Suggest going to the 

expert in Community-Based Social Marketing – Doug McKenzie-Mohr.  

Shown are two great books, written and edited by Doug.  He lays out the 

steps in this approach in a very approachable way.  I find his book, 

Fostering Sustainable Behavior a really easy read.  This book is actually 

available on-line at CBSM.com.  The other website, Tools of Change, also 

provides articles, reports, cases, & strategies from the social marketing 

community – and it is easy to search by topic and tools.



Social marketing targets the populations that are most ready to act (early 

adopters).  



Incidental and mass balloon releases are often used as a way to celebrate and 
commemorate.  

We conducted extensive research to better understand who plans balloon release 
events—and, most importantly, why. 

Developing effective Community-Based Social Marketing strategies means avoiding 
making premature assumptions about your audience(s): who they are; their attitudes, 
awareness and knowledge; the barriers to the behavior you want them to engage in (real 
or perceived); the benefits they would receive in engaging in the alternative behavior; 
and, the avenues to reach or communicate with them. Conducting research is the 
important first step in developing a social marketing strategy that is most effective in 
reaching and altering the behavior of your audience(s). 



The audience targeted for this research were organizers of and participants in 

these events. This research also targeted a “midstream” audience of people who 

might authorize or influence balloon releases.

Several quantitative and qualitative research techniques were employed to 

understand the behaviors and motivations of these audiences, and they are 

described below.

Analysis of news accounts of balloon releases, and social media and blog 

posts by brides.

A statewide survey of Virginians was conducted between March and 

June 2015, both online and in-person.

Survey input from Maryland for comparison and additional context.

Seven probing telephone interviews were conducted by OpinionWorks 

among organizers of balloon releases in order to understand their 

motivations and influences. 



In-person interviews were conducted among retailers who sell helium 

balloons to gain insight into customer and retailer motivations.

Focus groups were conducted in Richmond,  Virginia Beach and 

Roanoke.

More Detail:

Analysis of news accounts of balloon releases, and social media and blog posts 

by brides. This work was conducted directly by project staff at the Virginia CZM 

Program and Clean Virginia Waterways. This research helped identify several 

key facts about balloon releases which have helped shape the other formative 

research conducted.

A statewide survey of Virginians was conducted between March and June 2015, 

both online and in-person. The link to the survey was propagated through 

multiple means, and a hard-copy version of the questionnaire was distributed in 

target areas of Hampton Roads and the Richmond area. Though not a true 

random sample of the Commonwealth’s population, the survey was completed 

by 893 people statewide and provided a good picture of balloon release activity 

and attitudes among Virginians. 

Survey input from Maryland for comparison and additional context. A question 

about participation in balloon releases was added to a randomly sampled 

statewide survey of 594 Marylanders conducted by OpinionWorks February 26 -

March 8, 2015. These survey results, indicating that 20% of Maryland residents 

had taken part in a balloon release ceremony during the previous 10 years.

Seven probing telephone interviews were conducted by OpinionWorks among 

organizers of balloon releases in order to understand their motivations and 

influences. 

In-person interviews were conducted among retailers who sell helium balloons to 

gain insight into customer and retailer motivations. These interviews were 

conducted by project staff at the Virginia CZM Program and Clean Virginia 

Waterways. 
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Focus groups were conducted in Richmond (2 groups, July 20, 2015), Virginia 

Beach (2 groups, December 15, 2015), and Roanoke (1 group, January 20, 

2016). Four of these five groups were conducted among people who had 

participated in balloon releases, with one of the Richmond groups conducted 

among school principals who had experienced a balloon release on their school 

property; that group was conducted virtually, using shared-screen technology, so 

that principals from across Virginia could take part. The Richmond focus groups 

were moderated by OpinionWorks’ staff and the succeeding groups were 

facilitated by project staff at the Virginia CZM Program and Clean Virginia 

Waterways based on a discussion guide developed by OpinionWorks. 
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We identified key themes regarding balloon releases: 

• A lack of knowledge—many people do not understand that no balloon is 

“environmentally friendly,” and that every released balloon becomes litter and 

can be harmful.

• Some who are aware that balloons are litter and of their impact, justify or 

rationalize their actions.  

• People assume “biodegradable” means “harmless”.

• Events are primarily planned by associations, families and schools, with 

women planning about 85% of releases.

• Balloons are released mainly in parks, outside of schools, churches and 

wedding venues.

• Some rural residents think their distance from the ocean makes balloon 

releases acceptable.

• Spring has the highest number of balloon releases, followed by the fall.

• The majority of balloon releases are at “sad” events (e.g., funerals, 

memorials), are organized to raise awareness, or are at “happy events” (e.g., 

weddings, graduations).



• The sight of balloons rising into the sky provokes strong emotions.  

• Although balloon releases illicit strong emotional responses, if balloon 

releases are not done as part of a ceremony, participants find a release 

lacking any meaning—indicating that the ceremony may be the more 

important part of the balloon release for those participating. 

• Sky lanterns present a potential harmful litter item that is similar to helium-

filled balloons. 

• Electrical outages caused by foil balloons contacting power lines is a concern 

to many.  
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We decided it would be best to first focus on reducing balloon releases at 

celebratory versus memorial events, and we selected engaged couples as our 

first audience.

Before designing the pilot wedding campaign strategy, we spoke with and listened 

to brides about what a wedding send-off ceremony means to them, and then 

conducted message testing to refine a strategy that would be effective at reaching 

couples. 

Our testing confirmed that the campaign strategy should:

Use imagery that is -

positive - in behavior and emotion

clearly shows joy in faces of bride and groom and guests

has color and depth

includes guests engaged in positive behavior as well as bride and groom 

alternatives clearly demonstrated



Messaging that is -

positive

conveys action couples can take

what not to do and what to do - don’t let balloon go, do this instead

use “litter-free” and “eco-friendly” in the message (or at base of ads)

More Detail:

The Balloon Campaign Advisory agreed it would be best to first focus on 

reducing balloon releases at celebratory versus memorial events. Based on the 

research findings, the team also agreed with OpinionWorks that the best path 

forward would be to focus our first pilot strategy on balloon releases at 

universities and colleges and/or weddings. While there was interest in working 

with the K-12 community, members of the team identified a number of potential 

barriers to working with them as one of our first target audiences. 

It became clear that additional audience research was needed to refine our 

knowledge of the target audiences associated with releases on college 

campuses and during weddings, and to ensure development of a campaign that 

would be successful and transferrable.  A survey was administered to college 

students on two campus (Longwood University in Farmville and George Mason 

University in Fairfax). A significant finding was that greater awareness of balloons 

as litter could have a significant impact on whether students engage in releases.  

Based on responses from students, awareness alone might lead many (if not 

most) students to pledge to never release helium-filled balloons. We encountered 

obstacles that made additional on-campus research unfeasible given our time 

and limited resources.  

For this reason, partners selected engaged couples as the audience for our first 

Community-Based Social Marketing pilot.  Completing the research focused on 

college campuses should be a future goal of continued work on reducing, or 

eliminating, balloon releases. 

To refine the campaign messaging and strategy focused on wedding send-off 

alternatives, campaign partners developed and tested a series of message 

boards at two wedding shows in January and February 2017.  Imagery was 

provided by Dragon Studies. A series of boards were designed with images that 
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were positive—happy couples engaged in a positive send-off behavior—as well 

as images showing the impact of balloon debris. Overall, couples responded 

more favorably to positive images and messages as opposed to images that 

showed the negative impacts of balloon litter. For example, couples liked photos 

of happy couples paired with a series of messages that were positive (e.g., “Love 

Is In the Air” and “Your Send-off should be joyful, memorable and picture 

perfect”). Couples did not like images that were negative, (e.g., burst balloons in 

the water and a sea turtle that ingested a balloon and ribbon) that were paired 

with a message that was focused on the negative effects of releasing balloons. 

Some of the “Don’t Do This” messaging we tested included  “And you thought 

your cousin’s wedding date getting trashed was a problem” and “Picture-

Perfect?” next to a photo of littered balloons. Although the negative imagery 

grabbed attention and was impactful, it did not illustrate or convey the positive 

behavior or “ask”, leaving couples with a negative impression without informing 

them what they can do.  Importantly, couples indicated that they were curious 

about what the campaign was trying to achieve, and they wanted to understand 

the “Why?” or our “Ask.” In response to this, campaign communications—ads, 

articles and website—also convey that the campaign is encouraging litter-free 

send-off alternatives and explaining that balloons are litter and they have 

negative impacts. 
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We decided it would be best to first focus on reducing balloon releases at 

celebratory versus memorial events, and we selected engaged couples as our 

first audience.

Before designing the pilot wedding campaign strategy, we spoke with and 

listened to brides about what a wedding send-off ceremony means to them, and 

then conducted message testing to refine a strategy that would be effective at 

reaching couples. 

With these research findings in hand, the Balloon Campaign Advisory Team 

designed a Community-Based Social Marketing strategy, Joyful Send-off, to pilot 

in the Hampton Roads region of Virginia. 

Joyful Send-off sells memorable, joyful, picture-perfect, and litter-free send-off 

alternatives to balloon releases. The goal is that brides and grooms will learn 

that all released balloons become litter, and will not organize or participate in a 

balloon release in the years to come. 

The strategy also engages and educates venues, planners and other wedding 
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businesses who influence the decisions of couples. 

More Detail: 

The Joyful Send-off strategy includes behavioral prompts at the time and place 

couples are making a decision about what type of send-off their ceremony will 

include, a request for a commitment from couples to select an alternative to 

balloon releases, and colorful, vivid, and captivating multi-media, including 

videos, with other couples sharing their own personal experiences. The Joyful 

Send-off message is positive, and also conveyed by wedding experts, a credible 

source for engaged couples, through personal contact.   
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